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	Beginning Game Programming (Premier Press Game Development), 9781592005857 (1592005853), Course Technology PTR, 2004
Learn the essential skills needed to demystify game programming and harness the power of Windows® and DirectX®. "Beginning Game Programming" teaches you everything you need to know to write 2D and 3D games with C and DirectX 9 without any complex mathematics. Ease your way into this exciting new world by learning to write simple Windows programs, and then tap into the power of Direct3D! Each chapter teaches important new skills (such as basic 3D programming with vertices, polygons, and textures), culminating in a simple DirectX game library?great for your own game projects! Learn the basics of 3D modeling with the Anim8or modeling program and then learn how to load and use 3D models in your own games. The complete game project in this book runs in fullscreen or windowed mode, and features mouse support, sound effects, 3D models, texture-based sprites, and 3D collision detection. Brace yourself for an exciting introduction to game programming! 

       About the Author
 Jonathan S. Harbour has been an avid gamer and programmer for many years and holds a degree in Computer Information Systems. He has written many books on the subject of game programming, including Microsoft Visual Basic Game Programming with DirectX®, Microsoft Visual Basic .NET Programming for the Absolute Beginner, Beginner?s Guide to DarkBASIC Game Programming, and Game Programming All In One, 2nd Edition.
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Mastering Algorithms with PerlO'Reilly, 1999
Many programmers would love to use Perl for projects that involve heavy lifting, but miss the many traditional algorithms that textbooks teach for other languages. Computer scientists have identified many techniques that a wide range of programs need, such as: 

	Fuzzy pattern matching for text (identify misspellings!) ...



		

Advanced Linux ProgrammingSams Publishing, 2001
Advanced Linux Programming is divided  into two parts. The first covers generic UNIX system services, but with a  particular eye towards Linux specific information. This portion of the book will  be of use even to advanced...


		

Designing and Developing Scalable IP NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Today's aggressively competitive networking market requires offering the maximum range of services using prevailing assets, not building bigger, more complicated networks, but smarter, more scalable infrastructures. It isn't an easy thing to do.
    The challenge is to develop an existing network so as to maximise its...





	

Play in Child Development and Psychotherapy: Toward Empirically Supported PracticeLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Children’s pretend play is a complex phenomenon. Pretend play involves
a myriad of processes and behaviors that change from moment to
moment. Does pretend play have important functions in child development,
or is it simply something children engage in to pass the time—albeit
while having fun? This is a central...

		

Goal/Question/Metric MethodMcGraw-Hill, 1999

	The original ideas for the Goal Question Metric Paradigm came from the need to solve a practical problem back in the late 1970s. How do you decide what you need to measure in order to achieve your goals? We (Dr. David Weiss and I) faced the problem when trying to understand the types of changes (modifications and defects) being made to a set...


		

Special Edition Using WordPerfect Office X3Que, 2006
Special Edition Using WordPerfect Office X3 is crammed full of tips, tricks, and practical examples that you won't find anywhere else! Covering all of the applications within WordPerfect Office Standard including WordPerfect, Quattro Pro, and Presentations, this is an all-inclusive reference for every...
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